True patriotism

* It is very important for everyone of the nation regardless of the place he lives to have strong Union Spirit.
* Only Union Spirit is the true patriotism all the nationalities will have to safeguard.

Four political objectives
* Stability of the State, community peace and tranquility, prevalence of law and order
* Strengthening of national solidarity
* Building and strengthening of discipline-flourishing democracy system
* Building of a new modern developed nation in accord with the Constitution

Four economic objectives
* Building of modern industrialized nation through the agricultural development, and all-round development of other sectors of the economy
* Proper evolution of the market-oriented economic system
* Development of the economy inviting participation in terms of technical know-how and investment from sources inside the country and abroad
* The initiative to shape the national economy must be kept in the hands of the State and the national peoples

Four social objectives
* Uplift of the morale and morality of the entire nation
* Uplift of national prestige and integrity and preservation and safeguarding of cultural heritage and national character
* Flourishing of Union Spirit, the true patriotism
* Uplift of health, fitness and education standards of the entire nation

Nay Pyi Taw Mayor’s Maha Thingyan Pandal opened

Chairman of Nay Pyi Taw Council Nay Pyi Taw Mayor U Thein Nyunt, Ministers and Deputy Ministers at opening ceremony of Nay Pyi Taw Mayor’s Maha Thingyan Pandal.—MNA

NAY PYI TAW, 13 April—An opening ceremony of the 2011 Nay Pyi Taw Mayor Maha Thingyan Tour Gold Cup Golf Tournament took place at City Golf Course here at 5:30 am today.
Chairman of Nay Pyi Taw Council Nay Pyi Taw Mayor U Thein Nyunt teed off a tracer ball to open the tournament, followed by Minister for Hotels and Tourism and for Sports U Tint Hsan and Member of Nay Pyi Taw Council U Than Htay.

Chairman of Nay Pyi Taw Council Nay Pyi Taw Mayor U Thein Nyunt in his speech at the opening ceremony said that Maha Thingyan Festival is a Myanmar traditional festival in which the people douse water onto each other with the aim of easing the high temperature of the month Tagu, making others cool with water and purifying oneself from sins of previous year.

In the Thingyan period, the people pay respects to senior citizens, parents and teachers, washing their hair, giving them manicuring and bath with (See page 8)

2011 Nay Pyi Taw Mayor Maha Thingyan Tour Gold Cup Golf Tournament kicks off

Nay Pyi Taw, 13 April—An opening ceremony of the 2011 Nay Pyi Taw Mayor Maha Thingyan Tour Gold Cup Golf Tournament took place at City Golf Course here at 5:30 am today.
Chairman of Nay Pyi Taw Council Nay Pyi Taw Mayor U Thein Nyunt teed off a tracer ball to open the tournament, followed by Minister for Hotels and Tourism and for Sports U Tint Hsan and Member of Nay Pyi Taw Council U Than Htay.

(See page 7)
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Maha Thinygan Festival ushering in New Year

Thanks to recent rains, flowers of gumkino plants are in full bloom in many towns and villages across the nation. Fresh air in the month of Tagu conveys sweet smell of Gangaw (Mesua ferrea), gumkino and other flowers. Transition from the old year to the New Year is a symbol of all nationals. Myanmar enjoys Maha Thinygan Festival as the traditional cultural New Year celebration. Thinygan is defined as transition period from the old year to the New Year by observing the water throwing festival.

Since the early Bagan period, the Thinygan Festival has been observed in Myanmar. Throwing of the water to each other in the festival declines the heat temperature. Throwing of the clean and cold water to one another creates happiness and pleasure. Water cleans all dirt. Likewise, those enjoying the Thinygan Festival wish all the people free from dangers of the old year and well-being physically and mentally.

Myanmar Traditional Thinygan Festival is joyful and pleasant with Myanmar fine traditions and customs. In the past, people enjoyed the Thinygan Festival by throwing scented water with the silver bowl to others. Water throwing creates loving-kindness among the people.

Abusive language of some revelers, decadent wears of some women and shameless behaviors tarnish the image of Myanmar cultural Thinygan Festival. Therefore, all the people are to avoid the alien culture and the behaviors against Myanmar traditions.

The entire people are eager to enjoy the Myanmar Traditional Maha Thinygan Festival in accord with the fine traditions. Good and clever men and women are to politely participate in the water throwing festival for depicting nature of Thinygan with happiness and pleasure.

Deputy Minister tours Ayeyawady Region

NAY PYI TAW, 13 April— Deputy Minister for Construction U Soe Tint on 11 April inspected maintenance of Myinkaseik, Myaungmya and Lubutta suspension bridges along Myaungmya-Labutta Road.

He then held a meeting with heads of District General Administration Departments and members of Myaungmya, Labutta District Road Groups, after viewing construction site of a new route of Labutta (Kyaukphyalay)-Thongwa-Itwin-Heikson Road.

On 12 April, the deputy minister together with Construction Minister of Ayeyawady Region coordinated a meeting with companies undertaking tasks to upgrade Hinthada-Sonekon-Myaung Road.

MNA

Myanmar delegation arrives back after attending ASEAN Foreign Affairs Ministers’ Meeting on EAS

YANGON, 13 April— Myanmar delegation headed by Minister for Foreign Affairs U Wunna Maung Lwin attended Special Informal ASEAN Foreign Ministers’ Meeting on East Asian Summit and discussed East Asian Summit issues at Shangri-La Hotel in Bangkok of Thailand on 11 April.

The minister held meetings with Laothian Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Dr. Thongloun Sisoulith, Philippines Foreign Affairs Secretary Mr. Albert F. Del Rosario, Indonesian Foreign Minister, Dr. R.M. Marty M.Natalegawa, Singaporean Foreign Minister Mr. George Yeo and Cambodian Secretary of State Dr. Kao Kim. They exchanged views on further cementing of bilateral ties and mutual interest.

He attended working dinner hosted by Thai Foreign Affairs Minister Mr. Kasit Piromya to ASEAN counterparts and ASEAN Secretary-General and delegate members on 10 April. He explained Myanmar’s successful convening of the first Hlutaw sessions, formation of Government and Myanmar Foreign Policies.

On his official visit to Thailand at the invitation of Thai Foreign Minister, Myanmar foreign minister held meeting with his Thai counterpart at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Thailand on 11 April. They discussed strengthening of bilateral relations and cooperation.

After the meeting, Minister U Wunna Maung Lwin and Myanmar delegation members attended the dinner hosted by Thai Foreign Minister at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Thailand.

In the afternoon on 12 April, the minister paid a courtesy call on Thai Prime Minister Mr Abhisit Vejjavija at the Government House.

Minister U Wunna Maung Lwin visited Myanmar Embassy in Bangkok yesterday and met Myanmar Ambassador to Thailand U Aung Thein and staff members of the Embassy.—MNA
Gun battle leaves four Afghan militants dead

GRANZI, 13 April—Gun battle between police and Taliban militants left four fighters dead in Ghazni province, 65 km south of capital city Kabul, spokesman for provincial administration Marouf Ayubi said Wednesday. “The Taliban rebels attacked police checkpoint in Andar district Tuesday night and police returned fire killing four rebels, all are Afghans,” Ayubi told Xinhua. Two more rebels sustained injuries in the firefight lasted for two hours, he asserted.

There were no casualties on the troops, he contended. Taliban militants fighting Afghan and NATO-led troops have yet to make comment.—Xinhua

Iran stops refuelling ‘Western planes’

TEHERAN, 13 April—Iran has stopped refuelling “western passenger planes” since Europe-bound Iranian commercial planes were refused fuelling there, the first vice-president was quoted as saying in the governmental Iran newspaper on Wednesday.

Recently fuel supply for Iranian passenger planes flying to Europe was stopped,” Mohammed Reza Rahimi said.

“Iran decided immediately to strike back and banned supply of fuel to Western passenger planes landing in Iran,” Rahimi added without specifying when the decision by the Islamic republic was implemented and which companies were targeted.

The decision by European oil companies was apparently taken in support of Western sanctions against Iran over its nuclear programme, even though sanctions adopted by the European Union do not include such measures.

Unilateral sanctions imposed by the United States, however, target gasoline and jet fuel supplies to Iran.

A number of European oil companies like BP and Shell stopped refuelling Iranian planes six months ago and in March France’s Total and Austria’s OMV followed suit.

Roadside bomb kills Afghan civilian, wounds Two

KABUL, 13 April—One Afghan civilian was killed and two others were injured as a roadside bomb struck a tractor in Logar Province 60 km south of capital Kabul on Wednesday, a press of Interior Ministry said. “The gruesome incident happened in Khoshi district at 06:30 am local time today,” the press release said. In the press release the Interior Ministry described it as an act of terrorism and strongly condemned it.—Xinhua

Three killed in bomb attacks in Iraq

BAGHDAD, 13 April—Three people were killed and four wounded in three attacks carried out by sticky bombs in central Iraq on Tuesday, the police said.

In Baghdad, a sticky bomb attached to a civilian car detonated in 14th Ramadan Street in Mansour district in western the capital, killing the driver and an Interior Ministry source told Xinhua on condition of anonymity.

The blast set the car on fire and a column of black smoke rose at the site, a Xinhua correspondent at the scene said. In a separate incident, the driver of a civilian car was killed when a sticky bomb attached to his car while driving in Baghdad’s southern district of Doura, the source said.—Xinhua

Iraqi soldier killed, nine people injured in Baghdad violence

BAGHDAD, 13 April—An Iraqi soldier was killed and nine people wounded in gunfire and bomb attacks in and near Baghdad on Wednesday, the police said.

Early in the day, gunmen attacked a checkpoint manned by Iraqi soldiers in Tarmiyah area, some 25 km north of Baghdad, killing a soldier and wounding seven others, a local police source told Xinhua on condition of anonymity. The attackers seized some weapons from the checkpoint before they fled the scene by their vehicle, the source said.

In a separate incident, a roadside bomb went off near a police patrol in Baghdad northern district of al-Waziriyah, wounding two passersby, an Interior Ministry source told Xinhua on condition of anonymity. Violence and sporadic high-profile bomb attacks continue in Iraqi cities despite the dramatic decrease of violence over the last three years.—Xinhua

An Iran Air plane takes off in 2010. Internet

Iranian planes six months ago and in March France’s Total and Austria’s OMV followed suit.

A US Predator unmanned drone armed with a missile. A drone missile strike killed a US Marine and a Navy corpsman last week by mistake due to apparent confusion on the battlefield, US defence officials said Monday. Internet

Double suicide attacks kill 10 Afghan civilians, wounds 11

KABUL, 13 April—Double suicide attacks rocked two separate areas in Afghanistan Wednesday leaving 10 civilians dead and injured 11 others, officials confirmed.

In the first incident which occurred in the eastern Kunar province left 10 people dead, all civilians, and injured seven others, provincial police chief Khalilullah Ziae told Xinhua. The incident, according to Ziae took place in Asmar district when a meeting of local elders was going on.

“A tribal Jirga or meeting was going on when a suicide bomber entered it and blew himself up leaving 10 people dead and injured seven others,” Ziae added. The bomber was killed in the explosion, he said.

An influential tribal leader Malik Zarin is also among those killed in the blast, the official added.

The incident took place at 11:15 am local time, the police chief further added.

In the second suicide incident which took place in Kapisa province, some 65 km north of capital city Kabul, four people, all civilians, were injured.

XINHUA

INTERNET
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Climate can drive seismic shifts

SYDNEY, 13 April—Scientists have for the first time shown a link between intensifying climate events and tectonic plate movement in findings that could provide a valuable insight into why huge tremors occur.

Understanding why plates change direction and speed is key to unlocking huge seismic events such as last month’s Japan earthquake, which shifted the Earth’s axis by several inches, or February’s New Zealand quake.

An Australian-led team of researchers from France and Germany found that the strengthening Indian monsoon had accelerated movement of the Indian plate over the past 10 million years by a factor of about 20 percent.

Lead researcher Giampiero Iaffaldano said Wednesday that although scientists have long known that tectonic movements influence climate by creating new mountains and sea trenches, his study was the first to show the reverse.

“The closure or opening of new ocean basins or the build of large mountain bands like the Andes or Tibet itself, those are geological processes that affect the pattern of climate,” said Iaffaldano, an earth scientist with the Australian National University.

“We are showing for the first time that the opposite also is true, that the pattern of climate is then able to affect back in a feedback mechanism the motion of tectonic plates.”

Iaffaldano stressed that his study did not mean that global warming would translate to stronger earthquakes happening more often, with the relevant patterns developing over “the order of millions of years.”

Isolated species only threatened by humans

LEEDS, 13 April—Animal and bird species found only on a single island should remain common there unless threatened by human activity, UK researchers say.

Researchers from the University of Leeds and Imperial College London have developed a population model that can apply both to actual islands and isolated areas of continental habitat that are home to unique species, such as the table top mountains of South America.

Many islands have unusual species found only there, such as the Hawaiian goose or Galapagos tortoise, which were once common but have become rare, most likely due to human contact, the researchers say. The new modeling approach shows that, in general, most unique isolated species should be common in their habitat. “Models of island ecology have tended to focus on the total number of different species that you might expect to find on an island, rather than on how common or rare those species are and whether or not they are unique to the island,” Leeds researcher James Rosindell said.—Internet

IBM driver tool predicts traffic jams

PORTLAND, 13 April—Kindergarten classes are supplementing crayons, finger paints and flashcards with iPads, a development that excites supporters but that detractors worry is wasted on pupils too young to appreciate the expense.

Next fall, nearly 300 kindergartners in the central Maine city of Auburn will become the latest batch of young students to get iPad2 touchpad tablets to learn the basics about ABCs, 1-2-3s, drawing and even music. “It’s definitely an adventure, and it’ll be a journey of learning for teachers and students,” said Auburn kindergarten teacher Amy Heimerl, who received an iPad on Tuesday ahead of the full deployment in the fall. “I’m looking forward to seeing where this can take us and our students.” But the $200,000 that Superintendent Tom Morrill is proposing to spend on iPads which retail for around $500 might be better spent on some other school program, said Sue Millard of Auburn, who has children in the fourth grade and high school. She also questions whether kindergartners are old enough to appreciate the effort.—Internet

iPads take a place next to crayons in kindergarten

Kindergartener Lucia Rice, 6, centre, demonstrates to kindergarden teachers Sue larue, left to right, Kelly McCarthy and Amy Himler, how to use an iPad as literacy teacher Maurie Dufour, right, looks on 12 April, 2011 in Auburn, Maine. Internet

Telescopes spot youngest galaxy

WASHINGTON, 13 April—US astronomers say they’ve captured an image of one of the youngest galaxies in the universe with stars formed a mere 200 million years after the big bang.

Data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the WM Keck Observatory on Mauna Kea in Hawaii show the observed light dates to when the universe was only 950 million years old, a NASA release said Tuesday.

The universe formed about 13.7 billion years ago.

Measurements by both telescopes reveal the galaxy’s stars are quite mature, having formed when the universe was just a toddler at 200 million years old.

“This challenges theories of how soon galaxies formed in the first years of the universe,” said Johan Richard of the Centre de Recherche Astronomique de Lyon in France.

The newly discovered galaxy is not the most distant ever observed but it is one of the youngest to be observed with such clarity, NASA said.—Internet

TV airwaves needed to counter wireless crunch

LAS VEGAS, 13 April—Some US airwaves used for free, over-the-air TV signals must be repurposed for mobile broadband use to tackle a looming spectrum crisis, the top US communications regulator said on Tuesday. The Federal Communications Commission wants Congress to grant it authority to hold incentive auctions that would compensate television broadcasters for giving up some of their spectrum to wireless companies.

“I believe the single most important step that will drive our mobile economy and address consumer frustration is authorizing voluntary incentive auctions,” FCC Chairman Julius Genachowski told broadcasters at their annual convention in Las Vegas.

But broadcasters have been resistant to the agency’s proposal, worried about the unintended consequences that parting with airwaves could have on their TV signals and the viewers they serve.

“We’re talking about putting the whole system at risk,” Alan Frank, chief executive of the Newsweek Stations Inc, said earlier in the week at the conference.
May and engine plants in Britain and Poland. After the auto assembly factories in Britain, France and Turkey, plants on eight days between 21 April and 2 May car production in North America in April.

1 automaker announced last week it would suspend Toyota’s operations beyond Japan. The world’s No wake of the 11 March twin disasters is affecting The move underscored how the supply crunch in the universities due to the dust storm caused by winds

Among the fruit juices included in the review, consumption of apple, citrus, cranberry, grape, and pomegranate juices all showed beneficial effects. Markers of improved health ranged from reductions in urinary tract infections (cranberry) to improvements in age-related cognitive decline (grape and apple) to reduced risk of prostate (pomegranate) and respiratory and digestive (orange, grapefruit) cancers. Additionally, intake of all juices was linked to heightened antioxidant activity.—Internet

The magnitude-9.0 earthquake and ensuing tsunami on 11 March destroyed auto parts factories in northeastern Japan, causing severe shortages for Toyota and other automakers.

Mamoru Kato, an auto analyst from Tokai Tokyo Securities Co Ltd, said if the supply crunch drags on, Toyota could incur “big losses” in the April-June period. He said the specific decision to implement the cuts was taken solely in response to the “supply and demand situation.” However, he admitted that the airline’s spokesman told AFP Wednesday, “We are temporarily reducing from seven to five.” SIA spokesman Nicholas Ionides said, “The company simply cannot manufacture cars due to parts shortages. In North America and Europe, Toyota procures almost all engine parts from Japan.—Internet

Japan paves way for first child organ transplant

Surgical techniques have expanded to include the possibility of transplanting organs from a child aged under 15, made possible by a legal amendment allowing the saving of the lives of many children.—Internet

Dust storm halts Kuwait oil exports

KUWAIT CITY, 13 April — OPEC member Kuwait on Wednesday halted oil exports as a “precautionary measure” after a blinding dust storm hit the desert Gulf state, a Kuwait Petroleum Corp spokesman said.

Oil exports from terminals, facilities to receive vessels and some maintenance works at oil refineries were “halted as a precautionary measure”, Sheikhd Talal Al-Sabah said in a KPC statement.

He added, however, the stoppage would not affect Kuwait’s commitments to clients as exports would resume once the dust cleared. The education ministry suspended study at all schools and universities due to the dust storm caused by winds blowing at high speed and reducing visibility to less than 200 metres (yards). Air traffic was partially affected with incoming flights diverted to neighbouring airports while departures operated normal services, the civil aviation department said, quoted by the KUNA state news agency. Operations at the oil-rich emirate’s three commercial ports were also suspended due to low visibility, the ports authority said.

Kuwait, OPEC’s fifth-largest producer, pumps around 2.3 million barrels of crude oil daily through export facilities in the south of the country. Last week, a similar dust storm also caused a suspension of oil exports and air traffic.—Internet

SIA suspends number of weekly Los Angeles flights

SINGAPORE, 13 April — Singapore Airlines (SIA) will cut two of its seven weekly direct flights to Los Angeles next month due to weakening demand, the airline’s spokesman told AFP Wednesday.

“We are temporarily reducing from seven to five,” SIA spokesman Nicholas Ionides said, insisting the cuts were “about matching capacity to demand.” Ionides said that SIA was cancelling its Singapore-Los Angeles flights on Tuesday and Wednesday from 3 May, adding that the two “tend to have less demand” compared with those for the rest of the week.

SIA uses the four-engine Airbus A345 aircraft for its non-stop flights to Los Angeles, which are wholly business-class. When asked if rising oil prices were a factor in the flight reductions, Ionides said the specific decision to implement the cuts was taken solely in response to the “supply and demand situation.” However, he admitted that the airline was feeling the impact of fuel costs.
Poland not to give up nuclear programme

WARSAW, 13 April—Poland will not give up its nuclear programme, Polish Government Commissioner for Nuclear Power Industry Hanna Trojanowska told a conference here on Tuesday. The conference was attended by cooperators of the Westinghouse concern in Warsaw. The main topic of discussions was the impact of the crisis at the Japan’s Fukushima nuclear power plant on nuclear business.

Trojanowska, along with GE-Hitachi and France’s Areva, are potential suppliers of technology to Poland’s first nuclear power plant.

The Fukushima accident in Japan threatened a halt of nuclear power industry development. “I want to declare that we will not give up our nuclear program,” Trojanowska said, cited by the PAP news agency. Fifty years of successful operation of nuclear power plants in the world show that nuclear energy is a rational choice. “Nuclear programme implementation in Poland is an important element of diversification of our energy sources,” the minister added.

The government’s task is to identify dangers and find ways to avoid them at every stage of the nuclear project, said Trojanowska.

Under government proposals, the first block of Poland’s first nuclear power plant should go into operation in 2020. By 2030 two nuclear power stations are planned to be built, each with the capacity of some 3,000 MW.—Xinhua

Los Angeles mayor fined for ethics violation

LOS ANGELES, 13 April—Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa and four city councilmen were ordered Tuesday to pay a fine totalling $40,000 for accepting gifts in violation of city law.

The mayor, along with City Council members Eric Garcetti, Herb Wesson, Tony Cardenas and Jose Huizar, were found guilty of accepting gifts worth more than 100 dollars each from lobbyists or businesses or groups seeking to do business with the city, the City Ethics Commission (CEC) said.

The gifts were mostly tickets to sporting and entertainment events, according to the commission.

The commission accused the mayor of 33 ethics violations for accepting tickets to Laker and Dodger games, the Academy Awards, Grammy Awards and an “American Idol” event.

The commission noted that Villaraigosa had attended more than 3,000 events since becoming mayor in 2005.

In addition to city ethics, Villaraigosa was also found guilty of violating similar state laws, according to the state Fair Political Practices Commission (FPPC), which conducted a joint investigation with the CEC.

Villaraigosa was fined $20,189 dollars by the CEC and $22,000 by the FPPC.

The four councilmen will share the rest of the $34,000-dollar fine imposed by the CEC.—Xinhua

Ford worries Japan disaster may affect its financial results

CHICAGO, 13 April—Ford Motor Co warned that the supply chain disruption caused by the Japan disaster will hurt the company’s financial outlook, according to a Tuesday report of Detnews.

The company said in a filing late Monday with Securities and Exchange Commission that it could have to reduce or temporarily cease production of vehicles, which could adversely affect the company’s financial condition, if the supply of key material or component from Japan be disrupted and alternate supply not be available.

Ford said that although the company has no production facilities in Japan, it obtains materials and components from suppliers located in Japan, and it has been working closely with those suppliers to assess their production and shipping capability in order to minimize any disruption.

The company is also pursuing other alternative sources of supply, Ford said.

Ford warned that it may have to slow or halt production later this month in the Asia-Pacific region due to the shortages, but the company does not expect this production disruption would have a material impact on its overall results.—Xinhua

Los Angeles mayor fined for ethics violation

A lifeguard patrols Seal Beach, which was closed by authorities as a precaution against a possible tsunami following a massive earthquake in Japan March 2011 in California.—INTERNET

Philippine troops arrest terrorist suspect

MANILA, 13 April—Philippine security forces on Tuesday arrested a member of the secess-ionist Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) with links to the Southeast Asian terrorist network Jemaah Islamiyah, a top military official said. Army chief Lt Gen Arturo Ortiz said the suspect, a member of the MILF’s 105th Command identified as Abu Pamanay, alias Abu Silongan and Abe, was nabbed by joint forces of the Army’s 104th Brigade and 46th Infantry Battalion around 2:45 pm Tuesday.

Pamanay is a “senior associate” of Abdulbasit Usman, an MILF bomber who has linkages with the Abu Sayyaf and the JI Ortiz said, adding that Pamanay is a member of the Special Operations Group of the MILF’s 105th Base Command.

“The subject (Pamanay) is a local contact of the Jemaah Islamiyah that operates in southern Mindanao,” said Ortiz, citing initial reports from the field.

Ford worries Japan disaster may affect its financial results

Brazilian women’s volleyball team suffers accident on way to semifinals

RIO DE JANEIRO, 13 April—The Brazilian women’s club volleyball team Volei Futuro suffered a severe accident on Thursday on its way to face Osasco in the semifinals of the Superliga. Fortunately, no one was seriously injured.

The chartered bus carrying Volei Futuro flipped onto its side just 500 meters away from Osasco’s gymnasium. Volei Futuro’s athletes suffered minor injuries. North American middle blocker Stacy Funt of the US was among those injured. The athlete is currently undergoing a series of neurological tests at the Sirio-Libanes Hospital in the city of Sao Paulo.

Due to the accident, the first match of the semifinals was postponed. Volei Futuro’s head coach William said that he does not know whether the driver lost control, hit another vehicle or fell off the road, but specified that heavy amounts of rain made for low visibility.

The Brazilian Confederation of Volleyball (CBV) will meet this week in order to set a new date for the first match of the semifinals series, taking into account the physical and mental condition of the Volei Futuro athletes.

INTERNET
2011 Nay Pyi Taw Mayor Maha Thingyan...

(from page 1)

A total of eighty-seven participants including seventeen professionals as well as seventy amateurs partake in the golf tournament, being held at Myotaw Golf Course till 16 April (Thingyan Atat Day).

In the first round, at Royal Myanmar Golf & Country Club Golf Course, Thein Zaw Myint with 69 strokes stood first, Soe Kyaw Naing with 71 strokes, second, Naing Naing Lin with 72 strokes, third, Hla Myo with 73 strokes and Khin Zaw Win with 73 strokes, fourth and fifth at professional level, and at amateur level, Thein Naing Soe with 71 strokes headed to the match and Thura Kyaw with 72 strokes, Kyaw Swa Lin with 73 strokes, Yun Myo Aye with 73 strokes and Min Thura Aung with 73 strokes followed respectively.

The presentation of the tournament will be held at Myotaw Golf Course on 16 April evening (Thingyan Atat Day).—MNA

EP-2 Minister inspects construction of Nay Pyi Taw sub power station (2)

NAY PYI TAW, 13 April——Minister for Electric Power No (2) U Khin Maung Soe inspected 230 KV Nay Pyi Taw sub power station (2) which is under construction in Ottarathiri of Nay Pyi Taw District yesterday.

Rehabilitation efforts for quake victims in Tahlay gear up

Deputy Minister for Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement U Phone Swe discusses resettlement of quake victims. MNA

NAY PYI TAW, 13 April——Accompanied by members Shan State Ministers: Minister for Security and Border Affairs Col Aung Thu, Minister for Transport and Communications U Tu Maung, Minister for Electric Power U Sai Tun Yin and Minister for Labu National Race Affairs U Sha Mwe Lashan, Chairman of Relief and Rehabilitation Committee Deputy Minister for Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement U Phone Swe toured Monglin (East), West village-tract and Kyakumi village from 6 to 9 April and they held discussions to coordinate the matters related to resettlement of quake victims that will be assisted by the government.

In accord with the desire of local people of Kyakumi village which was seriously damaged by the quake, the township Development Affairs Department made a plan to establish a new village with village characteristics. Land preparation and road works are being carried out by the Public Works. The chairman and members have planned to build a hospital at the cost of K7 million to be used during the period when Tahlay sub-township Hospital is under reconstruction.

The committee formed by the Government of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar is assisting in rehabilitation and reconstruction works of quake victims.—MNA

Maha Thingyan Festival kicks off in Ayeyawady Region

YANGON, 13 April——Myanmar traditional Maha Thingyan Festival began in Pathein, Ayeyawady Region, today, with an opening of a central pandal.

The ceremony to open the central pandal was attended by Chief Minister of Ayeyawady Region U Thein Aung, Ministers of Ayeyawady Region, the Commander of South-West Command and senior military officers, departmental officials, dance troupes and guests.

Dance troupes perform traditional dance during the ceremony.—MNA

Owner of Myo Thein Electronic U Myo Thein and Daw Tin Swe and families pose with sale representatives at Yangon International Airport before departure to China and Thailand. In commemoration of 20th Anniversary of Myo Thein Electronic, the family picked its sale partner along their tour.—MNA

Myo Thein Electronic on vacation to China, Thailand

YANGON, 13 April——It has reached 20 years that Myo Thein Electronic opened electronic centre of TV, DVD, refrigerator, washing machine and fan and electronics at No. 177, between 29th and 83rd roads in Chanayirhazan Township of Mandalay.

As part of repaying gratitude to sale agents from Mandalay and other regions and states to mark its 20th anniversary, owner of Myo Thein Electronic, U Myo Thein and Daw Tin Tin Swe and family together with 87 sale agents were on vacation to China and Thailand.

MNA
Nay Pyi Taw Mayor’s Maha…

(See page 1) scented water, set animals free, observing precepts and making donations and carrying out sanitation at pagodas and monasteries. On Myanmar New Year Day, members of the Sangha are invited to recite parittas in wards and streets to get rid of possible dangers and merits are shared.

He pointed out that the people should preserve the fine traditions and avoid wearing decadent costumes that harms national culture, making tease and throwing water harshly to others, and drinking heavily in participating in Thingyan Festival.

People can enjoy themselves in the central pandal of Nay Pyi Taw City Hall and the pandals of the seven hotels in the Hotel Zone along with Nay Pyi Taw Water Fountain Garden, National Herb Garden, Nay Pyi Taw Zoological Garden, Safari Park and National Landmark Park.

In conclusion, he called on the people to keep off the activities and speeches that are against national culture and to preserve fine traditions in the Water Festival to promote cultural heritage and national spirit.

Thingyan troupes entertained the attendees with Thingyan dances and songs. Also in the evening, film stars and vocalists presented entertainment programmes to the accompaniment of Pianist Kun Zaw music band and Shwe Myanmar drama troupe, to the accompaniment of Ywasar Sein Hla Ngwe traditional orchestra in Nay Pyi Taw Mayor’s Thingyan Pandal.

Also present on the occasion were ministers, deputy ministers, heads of department, troupes from ministries, Nay Pyi Taw Command, companies and hotels in Nay Pyi Taw Hotel Zones.—MNA

Central Pandal of Maha Thingyan Festival opened in Sittway

Daw Nu Nu Zan and officials.

Next, the water offering ceremony was held at the ordination hall of Atula Marazein Pyilonchantha Pagoda. The Chief Minister and wife and State Ministers and wives offered alms to members of the Sangha. They then sprayed the Buddha Images with scented water.

The Chief Minister and wife and State Ministers and wives offered alms to members of the Sangha. They then sprayed the Buddha Images with scented water.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS PROVIDED: Officials of Air KBZ Airline presented 5400 bags of cements and 5400 CI sheets for 54 households in quake-hit Tahlay at Tahlay relief camp on 6 April. The contribution is made by Airline Chairperson Daw Nan Lai Kham and staff.—MNA
Yangon Mayor’s Maha Thingyan Pandal opens

YANGON, 13 April—All Yangon dwellers are to politely enjoy Myanmar traditional Maha Thingyan festival for uplifting prestige and integrity of the new democratic nation and Myanmar people, Minister for Development Affairs Yangon Mayor U Hla Myint said at the opening ceremony of Yangon Mayor’s Maha Thingyan Pandal this morning.

Also present on the occasion were Chief Minister of Yangon Region U Myint Swe and ministers.

Yein troupes sang songs in chorus with variety dances to the audiences.

Chief Minister of Yangon Region U Myint Swe, Minister for Rakhine National Race of Yangon Region U Zaw Aye Maung and party attended the 8th Rakhine Traditional Thingyan Festival (Yangon) at Theinbyu Ground in Mingala Taungnyunt Township today.

The chairman and general secretary of the organizing committee offered scented water to the Buddha Image.

The Chief Minister and party viewed water throwing festival at 10 pandals.

Over 200 water throwing pandals were packed with Thingyan revellers and people along Kandawgyi circular road, Pyay Road, Kaba Aye Pagoda Road, Bogyoke Aung San Street, Waizayanta Road, Ahlon Road, Strand Road and Bayintnaung Road. — MNA

Mandalay Mayor’s Pandal for Maha Thingyan Festival opens

NAY PYI TAW, 13 April — Mandalay Mayor’s Central Pandal for Myanmar traditional Maha Thingyan Festival was opened in Mandalay this evening.

At the opening ceremony of the central pandal built in front of the Mandalay City Development Committee, Minister for Development Affairs Mandalay Mayor U Phone Zaw Han called for preserving and promoting traditional value of Mandalay during the New Year traditional festivals.

Also present on the occasion were Chief Minister of Mandalay Region U Ye Myint, the Commander of the Central Command, ministers of Mandalay Region, departmental officials, the Indian consul-general, the Chinese consul-general and consular officials in Mandalay, dance troupes, students and local people. — MNA
IWT Delta Branch handling over 9700 vessels yearly

NAY PYI TAW, 13 April — In meeting with service personnel of Inland Water Transport at Ahlon Dockyard on 11 April, Minister for Transport U Nyan Tun Aung called on the staff to respect attitude and response of the people, to be friendly with the people as the service provider has every day contact with all walks of life and to minimize loss and wastage in order not to make a loss in implementing the tasks.

On his arrival at Delta Branch of the Inland Water Transport, the minister inspected running of vessels.

The Delta Branch is coping with arrival of 4853 vessels carrying 175195 tons of goods and 5711893 passengers and departure of 4851 vessels carrying 178850 tons of goods and 7076263 passengers yearly along Yangon Coast.

In 2010-11 fiscal year, 18.2618 million of passengers used Yangon-Dala ferry route and 0.658 million tons of goods were transported on Wadan-Dala ferry route.—MNA

YANGON, 13 April—Myanmar New Year Thingyan Festival kicked off here today and over 200 pandals were opened for the New Year celebrations in Yangon Region.

Revellers enjoyed splash of water at the pandals as the four-day traditional New Year celebration began today.

Opening ceremony of central pandal of Yangon South District in progress.—MNA

Opening ceremony of pandal of Shwe Than Lwin Company in progress.—MNA

Opening ceremony of pandal of Sky Net and Shwe FM Radio of Shwe Than Lwin Company in progress.—MNA

Opening ceremony of pandal of Hotel Shwe Pyi Taw in Nay Pyi Taw Hotel Zone in progress. (News on page 16)—MNA

Opening ceremony of pandal of Hotel Shwe Pyi Taw in Nay Pyi Taw Hotel Zone in progress. (News on page 16)—MNA

Opening ceremony of pandal of Amara Hotel in Nay Pyi Taw Hotel Zone in progress. (News on page 16)—MNA

Opening ceremony of pandal of Ngwe Hsin Group of Companies in Nay Pyi Taw Hotel Zone in progress. (News on page 16)—MNA
Furniture fair celebrates 50th birthday in Italy’s Milan

MILAN, 13 April—The “Salone del Mobile,” or the Milan Furniture Fair, kicked off here on Tuesday, celebrating its 50th birthday with unprecedented public attention.

Now one of the biggest design shows in the world, the Fair was just a local exhibition when it debuted in 1961. Milan became the host city as the Italian furniture industry is mainly based in northern Italy. In 1967, the fair went international. This year the six-day expo, held in the northwest part of Milan, is expected to attract over 2,700 exhibitors and journalists from 100 countries, with an estimated 300,000 visitors, the organizers said. Julia Drago, a 27-year-old Argentine designer participating in the event, told Xinhua on Tuesday that this show was the best opportunity to promote her own design brand “Bit Bit.”

“The style I created combines computer language with fashion, thus communicates in a modern way through a new image. Argentina is in need of innovative design and I have come to Milan in order to open my head,” she said.—Xinhua

Panama starts 16 new hydroelectric projects

PANAMA CITY, 13 April—Panama has begun developing 16 hydroelectric projects with a total of investment of over 1 billion US dollars to satisfy the surging domestic power demand, a senior official said Tuesday.

These private sector projects are expected to be completed by 2015 and add a 700-megawatt capacity to the power grid of the Central American country, said Zelmar Rodriguez, manager of the National Authority of Public Services (Asep).

“In the coming years an important contribution from the water resources will be added to the system,” Rodriguez said.

Panama is facing a steadily increasing power demand due to its economic development. Asep has predicted that Panama’s electricity demand is likely to grow about 7 percent in 2011.

“We are close to not being able to fulfil the demand,” Rodriguez said.

Malaysia offers tax incentive to attract talents

KUALA LUMPUR, 13 April—Returning Malaysian professionals will be eligible for a flat rate of 15 percent income tax for five years, Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak announced in Kuala Lumpur on Tuesday.

Najib said the new transitional income tax incentive would encourage more Malaysians working abroad, with their varied experience and expertise, to return and play an active part in Malaysia’s economic transformation.

The Malaysian government has set up Talent Corporation Malaysia Berhad (Talent Corp), a body tasked to attract Malaysian professionals abroad to return home. Najib also said the existing fiscal incentive under the Returning Experts Programme led by Talent Corp of two cars tax free would now be limited to locally assembled cars.

The Malaysian government has been attracting both domestic and overseas talents, to take part in the development of Malaysia.

In Dec, 2010, Najib announced the introduction of the Residence Pass to help attract and retain top foreign talents, and applications have been open since April, 2011.

DPRK confirms inter-Korean deal on joint research for Mt Paektu volcano

PYONGYANG, 13 April—The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea confirmed on Wednesday that it had reached an agreement with South Korea for a joint research into the volcano on Mt Paektu (Mount Changbai).

The DPRK, at the second inter-Korean working contact in Kaesong on Tuesday, stressed the meeting was aimed at discussing technical issues and proposed an agreement on the timing and venue of an academic symposium on the joint research and a field study, according to the official KCNA news agency. After walking out of the meeting for about four hours, the South Korean delegation signed the draft agreement put forth by the DPRK, said the KCNA. The two sides agreed to open the symposium in Pyongyang or in a place convenient for both sides early in May, make a joint field study of the volcano on Mt Paektu in mid-June and discuss specific technical matters, said the report. The 2,750-meter mountain, which sits on the DPRK border with China, last erupted in 1908, but experts warned it might have an active core and a potential eruption would create a greater chaos than the Icelandic volcanic eruption last year.—Xinhua

Indian Maharajah’s Rolls-Royce up for sale at 850,000 pounds

LONDON, 13 April—A Rolls-Royce with gull-wing doors owned by an Indian Maharajah has gone on sale for a hopping 850,000 pounds, a media report said Tuesday.

The super car, with the number plate ‘Cexi’, was customised from a 2005 Rolls-Royce. The four-seater Phantom DC Concept, owned by an Indian Maharajah’s Rolls-Royce, was put up for sale at 850,000 pounds. According to sellers Sparkscars.com, based in west London, the car has caused quite a sensation among car enthusiasts. They received 16,800 hits on their website in just one weekend after posting a picture of it.—Internet
Japanese carmakers have been among the businesses worst affected by the earthquake. "Insurers

Laser gun fired from US Navy ship

New York, 13 April — The US Navy has fired a laser gun from one of its ships for the first time. Researchers used the high-energy laser (HEL) to disable a boat by setting fire to its engines off the coast of California. Similar systems have been used in previous tests off land, however moist sea air presented an extra challenge as it reduces a beam's power. The navy said that ship-born lasers could eventually be used to protect vessels from small attack boats. The US military has been experimenting with laser weapons since the 1970s. Early systems used large, chemical-based lasers which tended to produce dangerous waste gases. More recently, scientists have developed solid-state lasers that combine large numbers of compact beam generators, similar to LEDs.

Until now, much of the development of HELs has focused on shooting down missiles or hitting land-based targets. The latest round of tests showed its wider possibilities, according to Peter Morrison of the Office of Naval Research. "This test provides an important data point as we move toward putting directed energy on warships."

"There is still much work to do to make sure it’s done safely and efficiently," he said. While a weaponised system would likely be restricted to military vessels, merchant shipping has also expressed an interest in laser technology.

A high-energy laser (HEL) fired from a US warship off the California coast has ignited a nearby boat.

Video courtesy of the US Office of Naval Research.—Internet

Teen accepts adult trial in torture death

GREENSBURG, 13 April — A Pennsylvania woman who was 17 when a mentally disabled victim was tortured and killed will be tried as an adult, her attorney said on Monday. Attorney Michael DeMatt withdrew his motion for a juvenile trial for Angela Marinucci because "it was in her best interest," he told the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. Marinucci herself told Westmoreland County Judge Rita Hathaway she accepted the withdrawal, the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review reported.

Marinucci is charged with homicide, kidnapping, aggravated assault and conspiracy in the February 2010 death of Jennifer Daugherty, 30, whose body was found in a garbage can in a Greensburg school parking lot. Also charged are Melvin Knight, 21, Robert Masters, 37, Amber Meidinger, 23, Peggy Miller, 28, and Ricky Smyrnes, 24. Marinucci’s separate trial will go first, with jury selection beginning 2 May.

In a statement played earlier, Smyrnes told police Marinucci was jealous of his relationship with Daugherty. Over several days of captivity, Daugherty was punched, doused in perfume and force-fed pills and urine, he said. Joe Burkholder, the victim’s sister, said Marinucci "will not be put to death. ... If she doesn’t want to spend her life in jail, she shouldn’t kill people." District Attorney John Peck is seeking the death penalty for Knight, Smyrnes and Meidinger.—Internet

CLAMS DAY NOTICE

MV CTP EAGLE VOY NO (106)

Consignees of cargo carried on MV CTP EAGLE VOY NO (106) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 14.4.2011 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of A.W.P.T where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the bylaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon. Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to Claims Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

SHIPPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT

MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY

AGENT FOR: M/S SAMUDERA SHIPPING LINES

Phone No: 256908/378316/376797

Teen dies trying to protect brother

LONDON, 13 April — A 16-year-old boy is celebrating after he skied to the North Pole in an expedition which took just four days. Arctic explorer Parker Liautaud, who is one of the youngest people to ever complete the challenge, arrived at the top of the world one week ahead of schedule.

The environmental campaigner and his teammate Doug Stoup were the first adventurers to return from a successful trip to the geographical North Pole since the Arctic airrip was completed last week. Their trip had been delayed by three days because of adverse weather conditions at the site of the Borneo Ice Airfield. The same setback caused Prince Harry’s polar expedition with four wounded servicemen to be put on hold. Harry, 26, returned to the UK on Saturday after spending four days in the Arctic wilderness with his Walking With The Wounded team.

Mr Liautaud finished the 69-mile trek, which was expected to last up to two weeks, in 4 days, 2 hours and 47 minutes. The quick time marks his incredible achievement as one of the fastest Last Degree expeditions to the North Pole in history. Internet

Colombian pop star Shakira is surrounded by students of Loma del Peye, a new school under construction, in Barranquilla on 11 April, 2011. The school building is funded by the Barefoot Foundation, a charity organization that Shakira founded.—XINHUA
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Parker Liautaud skied to the North Pole in just four days (Seven Hills).

Internet
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Teen dies trying to protect brother

LONDON, 13 April — A teenager killed trying to protect his younger brother was praised for his polite maturity last night as detectives said they were hunting up to nine gang members.

Negus McClean, who was due to turn 16 in two weeks, was knifed in the chest and thigh on Sunday evening after stepping in to stop his 14-year-old brother’s Blackberry phone being stolen. Negus collapsed and died later at the Royal London Hospital. Speaking at the murder scene yesterday, Detective Chief Inspector Stephen Clayman said Negus died after being chased by “seven, eight or nine” youths on bicycles. He urged witnesses to come forward.

“He was dying protecting his brother. It was a selfless act. He paid with his life,” his cousin Noel (25), said as he left flowers where the teenager fell in Edmonton, north London.

“It was just a disgusting act of violence. I pray that a change happens. I pray for the guy that did this to my cousin,” Noel added. Negus was a talented musician who had been hoping to embark on a career as a rapper when he left school.

“He was such a mature individual, so grown up. He was intelligent, he loved his family,” Noel added. “His mum was very proud of him. His mum and dad are keeping it together. His brother and sister are keeping strong and needing their faith.” Internet
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Porcupines poised to be a public enemy in Pa

Pennsylvania hunting regulators say it’s time to stick it to porcupines.

The Pennsylvania Game Commission is poised to declare open season on the slow-moving, razor-sharp rodents on Tuesday, citing complaints of property damage from residents.

Other states allow porcupine hunting. In Pennsylvania, porcupines are listed as a protected species but can be killed by residents if they’re causing property damage.

Commission member Dave Putnam told The Philadelphia Inquirer he wouldn’t consider it sporting. Tom Leete says “you wouldn’t so much track a porcupine as bump it into.”

Police sniff out $10 mln buried in garlic field

South Korean police have sniffed out a total of 11 billion won ($10.1 million) in cash buried in remote garlic fields and have confiscated the haul, officers said Tuesday.

TV footage showed plastic containers brimming with jaw-dropping wads of cash being excavated one after another in the southwestern city of Gimje. Two brothers who had made the money from an illegal Internet gambling operation asked their brother-in-law surnamed Lee to hide the cash as police began closing in on them, media reports said.

One brother is now in jail while the other is still at large. Lee, 53, bought the garlic field and buried the cash at dusk or dawn, pretending to be working on the land. But he later dug up about 400 million won and spent it, without telling the brothers he had helped himself.

Because one brother was about to be released from jail, Lee allegedly tried to blame the lost cash on an excavator operator working on the land. But the operator reported the case to police who unearthed the buried bonanza.

Police said Tuesday they are seeking an arrest warrant for Lee.

News media said the case underscored the need to crack down on gambling, officers said Tuesday.

Police who unearthed the buried money later renamed the cash at dusk or dawn, pretending to be working on the land. But he later dug up about 400 million won and spent it, without telling the brothers he had helped himself.

Daniel Radcliffe will remain Harry Potter for fans

LONDON, 13 April—British actor Daniel Radcliffe admits he will never be able to give up his Harry Potter image, but says it wouldn’t bother him as much as directors don’t see him like that.

“There will be some people who will always see me as this character, I know that and understand that. That’s fine. As long as they are not casting directors and film makers, hopefully it won’t hold me back. That’s my attitude,” Radcliffe told Daily Mirror newspaper.

The 21-year old actor, who played the schoolboy wizard for 10 years, admitted that he took the role for granted as he got to do so many exciting stunts and scenes while shooting the series of films, reports contactmusic.com. “One thing I look for granted over the 10 years was that I was playing an action hero. You don’t get to do that in any other line of performance. I got to slide 40ft down a roof, I got burst out of a ring of fire. I got to do some really cool stuff. I probably won’t get to do that so much anymore,” he said.

Kathy Griffin to guest star on ‘Drop Dead Diva’

LOS ANGELES, 13 April—Kathy Griffin is looking forward to causing trouble when she guest stars on the Lifetime series “Drop Dead Diva.”

In an episode of the upcoming third season, Griffin plays the sister of series regular Kate Levering’s Kim and clashes with Margaret Cho’s character, Teri.

Griffin said acting as a total witch to her good friend Cho is “the role I was born to play.”

Other “Drop Dead Diva” guest stars for the coming season include Wanda Sykes, LeAnn Rimes and Paula Abdul.

“Drop Dead Diva” stars Brooke Elliott as a shallow model who dies in an accident and finds the Easter bunny presents in many countries during Easter celebration.”

Sotheby’s sells pre-Gagarin spacecraft for USD 2.8 million

The Vostok 3KA-2 spacecraft that carried a mannequin and a dog into space as a rehearsal for Yury Gagarin’s manned space mission has been sold at a Sotheby’s auction for USD 2.882,500.

The one-loot “space auction” in New York Tuesday was dedicated to the 50th anniversary of the first human space flight.

The Vostok 3KA-2 spacecraft with the dog, named Zvezdochka (a “small star” in Russian), made a successful orbit of the Earth in about two hours 25 March, 1961, before re-entering the atmosphere.

The dog survived the mission. The aluminum capsule is a twin of the Vostok 3KA-3, which 18 days later took Gagarin on a historic space trip. Gagarin’s spacecraft, later renamed Vostok-1, is kept as an exhibit at a space history museum in Korolyov, near Moscow.

The space capsule sold in New York was the only surviving Vostok spaceship outside of Russia and “the only one in private hands”, said Sotheby’s.

Rapper Nicki Minaj to join Britney Spears on tour

LOS ANGELES, 13 April—Female rapper Nicki Minaj will join Britney Spears on her North American tour this summer, promoters said on Tuesday, ending weeks of speculation about the line-up.

Minaj, 26, one of the hottest young American artists since her 2010 “Pink Friday” album debut, will join Spears on her “Femme Fatale” tour starting in June, Live Nation said.

California electro pop band Jessie and the Toy Boys, and rising Australian twin sisters Nervo, will also support Spears on the tour to promote her No.1 album released in March.

“This is the Femme Fatale tour and I am thrilled to have Nicki Minaj, Jessie and the Toy Boys, and Nervo join me and get everyone on the dance floor,” Spears said in a statement.

Spears, 29, had said last month that Spanish heartthrob Enrique Iglesias would tour with her, but media reports suggested that Iglesias had not agreed.

Spears has managed to recover her career after a highly public personal and professional meltdown in 2007. Her 2008 comeback album “Circus” was followed by a sell-out world tour and the new single from her album “Hold It Against Me” debuted at No.1 on the Billboard singles charts in January.—Reuters

Britney Spears. Internet

Actress and comedian Kathy Griffin. Internet
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Under-achieving PSG up for sale—media

PARIS, 13 April—The American owner of French top flight outfit Paris SG, Colony Capital, is set to put the club on the market with a price tag of around 60 million euros, *Le Parisien* newspaper reported on Tuesday.

"PSG is for sale," said the paper after reporting that Colony Capital’s European director of opera-
tions, Sebastien Bazin had sought out specialist ad-
visors to broker the deal, although Bazin would not con-
firm as much. Colony holds a 93.8 percent stake in the club, who have been in the doldrums in recent seasons, failing to reach the lucrative Champions League in the past seven seasons while their last domestic league title came in 1994. This season the club currently stand fifth — a position which would see them once again missing out on Champions League riches. —Internet

**Messi cases Barca through in Champions League**

**DONETSK, 13 April—** Barcelona eased into the semi-finals of the Champions League on Tuesday, Lionel Messi scoring the only goal against Shakhtar Donetsk in their quarter-
final second leg match to complete a 6-1 aggregate success with a club record 48th goal of the season. Barca, champions in 1992, 2009 and 2011, will now meet either bitter rivals Real Madrid or Tottenham in the last four after Messi made the difference just two minutes before the break to reach the semi-finals for the fourth successive season.

"This fourth consecutive qualification for the semi-finals is a huge achievement," said Barca coach Pep Guardiola. "Barcelona have never done this before. This is a huge pleasure." His Shakhtar Donetsk counterpart, Mircea Lucescu complimented Barcelona on their win and said he hope they would go on and win the trophy. —Internet

**Nagoya thump Al Ain in Champions League**

**Tokyo, 13 April—** Nagoya Grampus notched their first AFC Champions League win of the season with a thump-
ing 4-0 home victory over 10-man Al Ain on Tuesday. Midfielder Mu Kanazawa scored twice to give the 3-League champions a much-needed win as the tournament’s top fixtures so far this season, while Al Ain play Hanzhou at home. Both matches are scheduled for 19 April. —Internet

*Sports*

**In-form Contador eyes third straight victory**

**MADRID, 13 April—** Controversial three-time Tour de France champion Alberto Contador, unbeaten in Spain since the start of the season, continues his warm-up for the Giro d’Italia on Wednesday in the Tour of Castilla y Leon. The Tour of Castilla y Leon, which he won last year, may be just a formality for the 28-year-old Saxo Bank rider. The Spaniard is in sparkling form ahead of the Tour of Italy on 7-29 May, his main objective in the early part of the season, having already won the Tour of Murcia and the Tour of Catalonia this year, after a fourth place in the Tour of Portugal.

That followed the end of his suspension for alleged doping offences. Contador tested positive for a tiny amount of the banned muscle-building substance clenbuterol during last July’s Tour de France, which he went on to win. —Internet

**Manchester United’s English forward Wayne Rooney (R) and Mexican forward Javier Hernandez (L) congratulate goal scorer South Korean forward Park Ji-sung during the UEFA Champions League quarter final second leg football match between Manchester United and Chelsea at Old Trafford in Manchester. —Internet**
France’s Areva to install solar plant in Australia

PARIS, 13 April — France’s leading nuclear group, Areva, on Wednesday announced a new solar project in Australia worth 104.7 million Australian dollars (109.9 million US dollars).

“AREVA was awarded a major contract to install a solar thermal addition to CS Energy’s coal-fired Kogan Creek power station in Queensland,” the group said in a statement.

The project would help the station “increase its output by up to 44 megawatts in peak solar conditions to the current 750 megawatts and will avoid the production of 35,600 tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions annually,” the statement said.

Areva planned to start construction of the solar unit in the second quarter this year and the plant would start working in 2013, the French nuclear giant said.

The 2.8 megawatt installation is the first solar project for Areva in Australia and will be installed at the Kogan Creek power station in Queensland, the group said.

The project would help the station “increase its output by up to 44 megawatts in peak solar conditions to the current 750 megawatts and will avoid the production of 35,600 tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions annually,” the statement said.

Areva planned to start construction of the solar unit in the second quarter this year and the plant would start working in 2013, the French nuclear giant said.

A worker stands in between solar panels at a solar plant.—Xinhua
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The project would help the station “increase its output by up to 44 megawatts in peak solar conditions to the current 750 megawatts and will avoid the production of 35,600 tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions annually,” the statement said.
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Only with stability and peace will the nation develop

Anarchy begets anarchy, not democracy

Riots beget riots, not democracy

Democracy can be introduced only through constitution

People’s Desire

- We favour peace and stability
- We favour development
- We oppose unrest and violence
- Wipe out those inciting unrest and violence

VOA, BBC-sowing hatred among the people

RFA, DVB-generating public outrage

Do not allow ourselves to be swayed by killer broadcasts designed to cause troubles

Maha Thingyan water festival’s Akyo Day starts with a bang in Nay Pyi Taw

Today was Maha Thingyan Akyo Day of late 1372 ME. Thingyan water stands for peacefulness ensuring prosperity and solidarity for the people. Believing this year’s Thingyan can bring development to the Republic of the Union of Myanmar and its citizens, the people merrily take part in Maha Thingyan water festival across the country.

The ministers and deputy ministers of the Union Government, Nay Pyi Taw Council members and officials this morning opened Thingyan pandals of the hotels—Myat Tawwin Hotel, Hotel Shwe Pyi Taw, Oasis Hotel, Tawwin Kumudra Hotel of Max Myanmar Companies group, Shwe Myanmar Hotel of Ngwe Hsin Companies group, Golden Guest Hotel of Shwe Thanlwin Family Company, and Amara Hotel—in Nay Pyi Taw hotel zone in Nay Pyi Taw, the capital of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar. There, movie and music stars gave entertainment to Thingyan lovers.

Throughout the Thingyan festival, celebrities will daily entertain revellers at Thingyan water pandals in Nay Pyi Taw hotel zone in the morning and evening.

Nay Pyi Taw lively with Thingyan activities.— MNA

Significant day temperatures

Chauk (44°C)
Aunglan (41°C)